
Mystery Ranch is built on a heritage of function, comfort, quality and durability. Since 2000, Mystery Ranch has been 
manufacturing packs and load carriage systems for military, hunting, wildland fire and mountaineering customers, with a 
focus on use-specific designs and hand-built quality.

For much of the past 21 years, we've developed Load Carriage™ systems for the most demanding customers and 
environments out there -military combat and wildland firefighting. These highest-level users came to us because they knew of 
our pack-engineering pedigree. They needed purpose-built packs that would carry monstrous loads with more stability-packs 
that would endure relentless, in-the-field hammering without failure ... year in and year out.

Designing for this professional and industrial user has taught us about building functional, comfortable packs for hikers, 
backpackers, climbers, skiers, and other outdoor zealots.

Welcome to Mystery Ranch! 
We make the best load-bearing packs and accessories for the most demanding users in the 
world based on our heritage of making quality gear. 
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NEW FOR SPRING 2023!
Bridger 45 & 35
Coming off the incredible success of the 
Bridger 55 & 65, we announce two 
smaller sizes with the same great features.  
Whether you’re packing for a sunrise-to-
sunset day hike or making a weekend 
getaway into the wilderness, the BRIDGER 
45 was built to not just meet but exceed 
your mission needs. See detailed break 
downs on page 12.

Coulee 20, 30, 40 & 50
The reimagined and expanded series of 
lighter, do-everything packs.  Mystery Ranch’s 
signature 3-Zip design allows for easy access 
of everything in your pack.  The Coulee 25 & 
40 have always been very popular, and the 
new sizes allow you to choose your ideal size 
with updated features.  See detail 
descriptions on page 14.



Quick Attach 
Zoid Bag

Grab exactly what you need, exactly when you need it
Finding exactly what you need exactly when you need it is the name of the game for the QUICK ATTACH 
ZOID BAG. A top choice for stowing first aid kits, pocket knives, and other small items, the newest 
generation of this backcountry asset is made with a TPU window so you can see what’s inside before you 
even start to reach for it. A locking gatekeeper system makes the QUICK ATTACH ZOID BAG compatible 
with most MYSTERY RANCH hiking packs and ensures secure attachment while allowing for fast and easy 
removal in high-pressure situations.

Above:  size medium for vertical use – 3L Above:  size small for horizontal use – 1.5L



Super Fly 
Pack Cover

A two-in-one cover for a premium 
waterproof experience

For those who don’t like risking their luck when there’s 
a chance of rain in the forecast, the two-in-one SUPER 
FLY PACK COVER offers a premium waterproofing 
experience. We engineered this cover with taped 
seams, 2.5x Nylon fabric (still breathable), and a built-
in adjustable hood to keep both your pack and your 
noggin dry during misty mornings or when rainstorms 
blow in out of nowhere. With the SUPER FLY PACK 
COVER on hand, you can venture out into the 
backcountry with one less thing to worry about when 
the skies start to get dark.
Large: Fits 60L to 105L packs
Medium: Fits 40L to 60L packs
Small: Fits 20L to 40L packs



Wingman Multi-Pocket
This versatile accessory teams up with your backpack to 
elevate your organization game, mounting on shoulder 
straps and offering storage that’s sized just right for the 
small, easy-to-lose stuff.

Durable stretch front pocket fits most water bottles  |  Zippered 
pocket offers a secure spot for your phone, map, keys, sunglasses, 
etc | Easily attaches to most backpack shoulder straps  |  Elastic 
cord paired with cordlock allows for one-handed access while 
locking the bottle in place  |  Additional accessory strap allows you 
to convert your WINGMAN into a hip pack or over-the- shoulder 
sling bag.

Wingman AFP
This versatile pocket 

attaches to almost any 
backpack to keep 

accessories close at hand 
when you need to snap a 

photo or queue your peak-
bagging playlist.

Wingman Hydro
The WINGMAN HYDRO 

meets your outdoor libation 
needs - ranging from keeping 

extra H20 on hand for long 
in-and-outers to holstering a 

cold one during a relaxed 
afternoon of fishing.



Expedition & Trail Backpacks

Go ahead, bring more!
The TERRAFRAME SYSTEM features patented MYSTERY RANCH technology that increases capacity. The bag 
removes from the frame, exposing the load shelf and allowing you to compress additional gear and awkward shaped 
loads for comfortable carry over long distances. This intelligently engineered load-lifting frame and harness 
technology gives you the edge over gravity.

Step 1:  
Release 
pack from 
frame.

Step 3:  
Reconnect 
pack to 
frame and 
compress.

Step 2: 
Expand 
and insert 
your load 
right up 
against 
your 
back.

We use three main active frame systems in our Expedition and Trail backpacks.  

• Terraframe – An expandable load hauler for your biggest mountain adventures.

• Astral Frame – The result of over 40 years of field-testing and fine-tuning all our Load 
Carriage™ wisdom.

• Endurance Frame – Category leading back panel ventilation and should harness 
accessorization.

__________________________________________________________________________



TERRAFRAME 80
An expandable load hauler for your 
biggest mountain adventures. The 

new TERRAFRAME 80 is for 
mountain zealots who need 

options when going big.

All Terraframe packs use the OVERLOAD® system to increase load 
capacity and help in carrying those awkward, oversized loads.

TERRAFRAME 3-ZIP 50 
Blending two of our most crucial 

designs – the 3-ZIP and 
OVERLOAD® features – the 

redesigned TERRAFRAME 50 3-ZIP 
is for mountain zealots who need 
the option of going light or going 

big.

TERRAFRAME 65
Finally, a pack built for general 

outdoor, backpacking, and 
mountaineering use featuring our 

patented OVERLOAD® feature. Your 
new secret weapon when carrying 

awkward, excessive loads.



Feature rich, to help you pack in further.
The ASTRAL frame is used in our most revered collection of packs – the GLACIER, TERRAPLANE, and T 
100 – showcase these purposeful features. Built with advanced construction methods and materials, these packs 
are ideal for long weekend outings as well as extended backcountry trips. These expedition packs are capable of 
hauling 60+ pounds of survival essentials.



The Astral frame is used in the packs in the EXPEDITION category.

T100 – 100L

Our largest expedition backpack 
for your biggest adventures.

The T-100 is our most 
gargantuan, expedition 

backpack.

Glacier – 71L
Our signature, backpacking pack 

with all our proven design 
elements.

The GLACIER is ideal for long 
weekend outings as well as 
more extended backcountry 

trips.

Available in men’s & women’s 
models.

Terraplane – 82L

Our iconic pack for your boldest, 
backpacking adventures.

The TERRAPLANE is our most 
revered, time-tested expedition 

pack.



Designed for the seasoned hiker and first-timer alike.
The ENDURANCE frame is used in the BRIDGER 35, 45, 55 and 65 offering the comfort and organization you’ve 
come to expect from MYSTERY RANCH while highlighting a redesigned, breathable frame and a new yoke featuring easy 
hydration access, as well as a detachable lid that converts to a hip pack. Built for the seasoned hiker and first-timer alike, 
the BRIDGER 55 and 65 offer a feature-rich, weight-conscious, and durable pack that supports your overnight mission.



Designed for the seasoned hiker and first-timer alike.
The BRIDGER 65 and 55 backpacks offer the comfort and organization you’ve come to expect from MYSTERY RANCH while highlighting a
redesigned, breathable frame and a new endurance yoke featuring easy hydration access, as well as a detachable lid that converts to a 

hip pack. The BRIDGER 65 offers a feature-rich, weight-conscious, and durable pack that supports your overnight mission.

Built with high abrasion-resistant fabric and water-resistant zippers | Breathable endurance yoke with pocketed shoulder pads | Internal 
spring-steel wire frame | Generous removable lid that converts to a hip sack | Dual access to main bag | Drawstring shroud access | Two 
full-length zipper access | Large stretch-woven back pocket | Dual adjustable tool attach | Double daisy chains for lashing | Side and 
bottom compression straps | Speed Zip™ sleeping bag compartment with removable divider | Pocketed waist belt | Double-layer bottom 
with differential cut fabric for improved durability | Hydration reservoir compatible

The Bridger series!

Men’s Bridger 65 Wmn’s Bridger 65 Wmn’s Bridger 65Men’s Bridger 55



Here Are The New 35 & 45 Bridgers!
Made for every challenge your weekend mission throws your way

Built for grueling in-and-outs or minimalist overnighters, these hiking packs’ ample storage pockets let you keep essential 
accessories like sunscreen, snacks, and cameras close at hand, and a double- zipper design makes for an effortless transition 
when it’s time to take a lunch break or set up camp. You’ll enjoy every step of the journey with our signature Endurance Yoke
technology that breathes like a running vest to keep you cool on those uphill switchbacks.  Better still, this pack gets it done
with durable recycled nylon ripstop construction that’s engineered with sustainability in mind.

Men’s Bridger 45 Wmn’s Bridger 45 Wmn’s Bridger 35Men’s Bridger 35
Spring steel wire frame | Breathable Endurance Yoke and slim 
wrap waistbelt with ample pockets | Two small dump 
pockets, one on each interior side of the bag for extra 
storage | Double-zippered for easy and fast opening to main 
bag | Attach loops on the interior body panel for QUICK 
ATTACH ZOID BAGS | Drawstring shroud access | Fixed lid | 
Dual adjustable tool attach | Double daisy chains for lashing | 
Side and bottom compression

Spring steel wire frame | Breathable Endurance Yoke and slim wrap 
waistbelt with ample pockets | Two small dump pockets, one on each 
interior side of the bag for extra storage | Removable lid that 
converts to a crossbody, sling-style bag for quick and close | Full-bag 
length, double-zippered access for easy and fast opening to main 
bag | Speed Zip™ sleeping bag compartment with removable divider 
| Removable internal divider for multi-use organization | Attach 
loops on the body panel for QUICK ATTACH ZOID BAGS | Drawstring 
shroud access | Dual adjustable tool attach | Double daisy chains for 
lashing | Side and bottom compression



1. LOOSEN SHOULDER STRAPS.  SITUATE WAIST 
BELTS COMFORTABLY ON HIPS AND TIGHTEN. 

2. REMOVE ADJUSTER PLASTIC ADJUSTER FROM 
THE FLAP BEHIND THE HARNESS YOKE. 

3. SLIDE THE ADJUSTER BETWEEN THE YOKE AND 
THE BAG TO BREAK THE VELCRO® BOND.

4. ADJUST YOKE UP OR DOWN TO TORSO LENGTH, 
TELESCOPING UNTIL SEAM BETWEEN SHOULDER 
STRAP AND YOKE BODY ALIGN WITH TOP OF 
SHOULDER BLADE.

5. REPLACE ADJUSTER TO ITS ORIGINAL LOCATION. 
THE ADJUSTER DOUBLES AS A CRUCIAL PIECE OF 
FRAMING IN YOUR PACK AND TRANSFERS 
WEIGHT THROUGH THE TORSO AND INTO THE 
HIPS AND CORE.

Pack Fitting

This QR Code will 
take you to a great  
video that explains 
the fitting process.



The NEW & UPDATED Coulee Series!
These are our go-to-packs for various types of hikes: from half-day,
head-clearing blitzes to fast and light week-long treks.

M & W Coulee 50 M & W Coulee 40 M & W Coulee 30 M & W Coulee 20

FEATURES
3-ZIP access allows for easy, rapid access to the interior  |  Lightweight Trail yoke that micro-adjusts to 
the torso length |  Removable pocketed waistbelt  |  Cushioned lumbar support for optimal comfort  |  
Front and side stretch-woven pockets on exterior for quick access to water bottle and for stashing extra 
layers  |  Sleeping bag compartment with U-Shaped opening for easy stow and accessibility (only on the 
40 & 50)  |  Hydration reservoir-compatible |  Top zippered lid compartment for storing small essentials, 
phone, or camera  |  Attach loops inside on the body panel for the MYSTERY RANCH QUICK ATTACH ZOID 
BAGS |  Dual adjustable tool attach  |  Side compression for load stabilization and lash-on options

https://www.mysteryranch.com/coulee-40-pack#custitem_specs_featuresCollapse


Smaller Trail Packs

Scree 32L –
M&W

A spacious 
daypack or 
light, 
overnight 
backpack.

In And Out 
22L

Your soon-to-
be-favorite 
grab-and-go 
pack for all 
your 
adventures.

Gallagator -
19L

An ideal-sized 
daypack, from 
the back alley 
to the 
backcountry.

In And Out 19L

A highly-
compressible 
daypack for 
light & fast 
summit bids or 
the grab-and-go 
pack for all your 
adventures.

Covering all your needs from 32 liters to 19 liters. 



Everyday Carry - EDC
MYSTERY RANCH builds the best load-bearing equipment in the world. Our products are built with purpose, using the 
best materials available, and the most durable construction methods that exist. Our Everyday line incorporates much of 
the technology and construction methods of our larger packs. From your everyday laptop backpack to travel backpack 
and carry-on needs, our packs are meant to survive the toughest commute.

Here are some of the best sellers:

URBAN ASSAULT 
18, 21 & 24

RIP RUCK 15, 
24 & 32

3 WAY 
BRIEFCASE

2 DAY 
ASSAULT

Blitz 30 & 35 Superset 30



All styles are made from durable, CORDURA® re/cor™ RN66 fabric made from reclaimed pre-
consumer waste materials that have been recycled into high-quality yarns.

DISTRICT SERIES

DISTRICT 18 & 24
The DISTRICT 24 & 18 are the direct result of years 
of customer feedback. With a top admin pocket, 
dual-side water bottle pockets and a padded 
sleeve that fits either a 17” (24) or 15“ (18) tablet 
or laptop, this fixed-harness pack blends style, 
function, and durability.  

DISTRICT 8, 4 & 2
When you need more than a wallet but less than a 
pack, you need the DISTRICT 8, 4 or 2. External 
pockets paired with internal organization help 
keep your phone, glasses, ear buds and keys safe 
and with multiple carry options.



High Water Styles

DUFFEL 50
S h o u l d e r  o r  b a c k p a c k  ca r r y
L a rge  g ra b  h a n d l e s
E x t e r n a l  m e s h  p o c ket s

SHOULDER BAG
I n t e r n a l  z i p p e re d  p o c ket
A d j u st a b l e ,  re m o va b l e  
s h o u l d e r  s t ra p
F ro n t  s t o r m p ro o f  z i p p e d  
p o c ket

FLIP 23
Fixed harnessing
Floating laptop sleeve
Vented lid pocket

HIP PACK 5
Front stormproof zipped pocket
1.5” padded waist belt
Removable, adjustable shoulder 
strap

FORAGER POCKET
1.5 liters
MOLLE attachment

PACK LID
Fits  any TERRAFRAME or  
GUIDE L IGHT® MT f rames
Butterf ly  h inge between 
pockets

Utilizing TRU® Zip Waterproof zippers paired with MYSTERY RANCH’s 
ingenious construction method and materials, this collection of packs will 
tolerate the most extreme elements – hail, rain or shine.



Climbing
Specifically designed for the wants and needs of climbers. Whether to carry your rope, crampons, and 
axes or to haul your draws, cord, and rock shoes – our climbing packs will get your kit organized. 

TOWER 47
Finally, a bomb-proof crag pack to keep your 
gear organized. The compression-molded 
back panel adds structure and increased 
comfort during the approach to the base of 
the crag.

SKYLINE 17 & 23
Whether it's for a quick day trip to the local 
crag or a loftier multi-pitch goal, the 
SKYLINE 17 & 23 are sized perfectly to host 
all your climbing necessities.



Travel
Haul cargo for any mission secured by rugged material fit for constant abuse. Be it the back of the truck, a horse 
pack, or the overhead compartment – these packs are BUILT FOR THE MISSION.

Mission Rover 30, 45 and 60 Plus
Our MISSION ROVERS are workhorse gear haulers to 
accommodate your varying loads that come in three sizes, 
designed to strategically separate your stuff. Available in 
three sizes – 30L, 45L, and 60 PLUS. 

MISSION WHEELIE5 –
40, 80 & 130 
These offer bomb-proof, 
clamshell protection for your 
roller luggage. Featuring hybrid, 
compression molded shells 
sheathed in ultra-stout 1000D 
CORDURA®, these each 
incorporate the most heavy-duty, 
off-road wheels and hardware 
sets available.

MISSION DUFFELS –
40, 55 & 90 
These are workhorse gear haulers 
to accommodate your varying 
loads that come in three-sizes. 
Designed to strategically separate 
your stuff, you might call them 
”smart duffels."

MISSION STUFFELS –
30, 45 & 60
Whether you live in tight quarters 
or tend to bring home more than 
you packed, the convertible 
MISSION STUFFEL is the low-
profile travel companion you 
didn’t know you needed.



Accessories
MYSTERY RANCH accessories were designed to help 
customize your pack – whether quick access to 
essentials, extra volume, additional organization, or 
hydration solutions.

• Pack Flys (Regular & Hooded)
• Interior & Exterior Pockets
• Quick Draw Bino Harnesses
• Bear Spray Holsters
• DSLR Chest Rig
• Removable Water Bottle Pocket
• Mission Control – padded organizers
• Spiff Kits
• Zoid Cubes



Additional product knowledge can be found at ENDVR. It is a website that offers employee 
training and employee purchase opportunities. Finish the basic training missions and you will be 
eligible to purchase Mystery Ranch products at 60% off of retail pricing! The website can be 
reached by either scanning the QR code below or going to ENDVR.io. 

WARRANTY
MYSTERY RANCH designs and manufactures packs for the job that needs 
to get done, supporting customers who rely on our packs to get home at 
the end of the day. Our Warranty guarantees everything we build against 
defects in materials and craftsmanship for the practical lifetime of the 
product. We will happily offer repair or replacement for issues with 
materials or craftsmanship. Damage due to normal wear and tear or 
misuse can be repaired for a reasonable charge.
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